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Executive Summary

ZERO DAYZERO DAY exploits are now commonplace and supply  exploits are now commonplace and supply 
chain attacks that take advantage of human error are fertile chain attacks that take advantage of human error are fertile 
ground for cyber attackers, who have become an economic ground for cyber attackers, who have become an economic 
burden on the entire world. burden on the entire world. 

As many countries are still mired deep in the pandemic, As many countries are still mired deep in the pandemic, 
cyberthreats have been pushed out of the spotlight and cyberthreats have been pushed out of the spotlight and 
only extreme events bring the subject into the global only extreme events bring the subject into the global 
consciousness. This situation has allowed crime organizations consciousness. This situation has allowed crime organizations 
to establish themselves unhindered, sometimes sponsored to establish themselves unhindered, sometimes sponsored 
by governments and sometimes operating under the noses by governments and sometimes operating under the noses 
of governments who have not allocated the attention and of governments who have not allocated the attention and 
resources needed to address cybercrime.resources needed to address cybercrime.

Many companies and organizations have suffered from Many companies and organizations have suffered from 
numerous cyber incidents and crises over the past year. numerous cyber incidents and crises over the past year. 
Reevaluation and creative thinking are required to combat Reevaluation and creative thinking are required to combat 
this growing threat to the global digital space. this growing threat to the global digital space. 

The 2022 cyberspace evaluation was conducted by Code The 2022 cyberspace evaluation was conducted by Code 
Blue - experts in cyber crisis management and preparedness. Blue - experts in cyber crisis management and preparedness. 
The evaluation is based on objective strategic forecasting The evaluation is based on objective strategic forecasting 
and on Code Blue’s experiences navigating the main crises and on Code Blue’s experiences navigating the main crises 
of the past year.of the past year.

This survey should be considered as an essential part This survey should be considered as an essential part 
of strategic consulting for governments, organizations, of strategic consulting for governments, organizations, 
NGOs, Code Blue customers, product-based companies, NGOs, Code Blue customers, product-based companies, 
global management, policymakers, investors, and security global management, policymakers, investors, and security 
managers for 2022. Naturally, some of the information managers for 2022. Naturally, some of the information 
contained here relates to business, and is based on evidence contained here relates to business, and is based on evidence 

and facts gathered in the field over the past year and and facts gathered in the field over the past year and 
brought forward in personal meetings with the appropriate brought forward in personal meetings with the appropriate 
stakeholders.stakeholders.

We have chosen to analyze five dimensions that we feel We have chosen to analyze five dimensions that we feel 
represent the particulars of the required change, or, represent the particulars of the required change, or, 
alternatively, the directions that the various actors in the cyber alternatively, the directions that the various actors in the cyber 
domain will tend to adopt in the coming years. These are:domain will tend to adopt in the coming years. These are:

>_The international dimension that addresses The international dimension that addresses 
the state levelthe state level

>_The legal dimension that concerns The legal dimension that concerns 
cybersecurity regulationscybersecurity regulations

>_The technology dimension seeking the next The technology dimension seeking the next 
breakthroughbreakthrough

>_The hacker's dimensionThe hacker's dimension

>_The organizational dimensionThe organizational dimension

We are convinced that understanding trends and threats We are convinced that understanding trends and threats 
in the cyber domain, adopting new and advanced in the cyber domain, adopting new and advanced 
practices, and holistically managing both the global practices, and holistically managing both the global 
and local battle is the key to ensuring a secure digital and local battle is the key to ensuring a secure digital 
world. We are at your service to answer questions and world. We are at your service to answer questions and 
provide more details.provide more details.
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2021 was characterized by a significant increase in both 
the quantity and quality of cyberattacks. This is the result of 
traditional crime organizations shifting to cybercrime, recruiting, 
and employing affiliates, and introducing enhanced means to employ 
in carrying out attacks; in addition, the constant friction between 
security experts and hackers has led to a great number of hacking 
attempts (too many of them successful).



2/ Coordinating international operations:Coordinating international operations: there is a pressing need for an international  there is a pressing need for an international 
security task force to protect against and gather intelligence about cybercrime, in which security task force to protect against and gather intelligence about cybercrime, in which 
different countries will work together under a common framework. At present, each country different countries will work together under a common framework. At present, each country 
can see just one part of the intelligence puzzle and sharing information will allow us to take can see just one part of the intelligence puzzle and sharing information will allow us to take 
countermeasures and thwart cybercrime in real time. countermeasures and thwart cybercrime in real time. 

2/ National computer emergency response teams (CERTs) in many countries are already National computer emergency response teams (CERTs) in many countries are already 
working together to share information and warnings;working together to share information and warnings; but we will only be able to truly  but we will only be able to truly 
dismantle cybercrime cells by holding joint meetings with clearly defined objectives, dismantle cybercrime cells by holding joint meetings with clearly defined objectives, 
sharing military intelligence, implementing an information-gathering process, consolidating sharing military intelligence, implementing an information-gathering process, consolidating 
shared intelligence, operating with a joint investigative platform, jointly developing security shared intelligence, operating with a joint investigative platform, jointly developing security 
sources, and creating an “aggregate response time”. sources, and creating an “aggregate response time”. 

3/ Cyberwarfare as diplomatic currency:Cyberwarfare as diplomatic currency: cyberattacks will become the standard method  cyberattacks will become the standard method 
for countries to signal war and will to some extent replace diplomatic discourse. While the for countries to signal war and will to some extent replace diplomatic discourse. While the 
global economy is under structural stress and there is great tension between different blocs, global economy is under structural stress and there is great tension between different blocs, 
syntactic and semantic attacks are often used to indicate changes in economic policy. syntactic and semantic attacks are often used to indicate changes in economic policy. 
These indications will surely intensify against the background of the energy crisis, climate These indications will surely intensify against the background of the energy crisis, climate 
change, stronger currencies and exchange rates, and the resource-intensive projects that change, stronger currencies and exchange rates, and the resource-intensive projects that 
various countries are undertaking. These will be triggers for cyberattacks on infrastructure various countries are undertaking. These will be triggers for cyberattacks on infrastructure 
and civil organizations (including the issue of “virtual hostages”).and civil organizations (including the issue of “virtual hostages”).

4/ Compensation for victims of terror acts:Compensation for victims of terror acts: countries will seek to compensate or create  countries will seek to compensate or create 
a compensation system for victims of property damage caused by government attacks. a compensation system for victims of property damage caused by government attacks. 
Just as the state provides compensation for physical damage to private property (from Just as the state provides compensation for physical damage to private property (from 
rocket attacks, for instance), governments will also seek to compensate private property rocket attacks, for instance), governments will also seek to compensate private property 
damaged as a result of cyberwarfare. Although hackers are not always easy to locate, damaged as a result of cyberwarfare. Although hackers are not always easy to locate, 
using current government capabilities and with a reasonable effort we can often confirm using current government capabilities and with a reasonable effort we can often confirm 
who is behind the attacks with a fair degree of certainty.who is behind the attacks with a fair degree of certainty.  

5/ Strengthening law enforcement against the black market (with an emphasis on Strengthening law enforcement against the black market (with an emphasis on 
cryptocurrency exchange) in order to locate cybercriminals and confiscate criminal and cryptocurrency exchange) in order to locate cybercriminals and confiscate criminal and 
terrorist finances: terrorist finances: we predict increased international cooperation in investigating the we predict increased international cooperation in investigating the 
movement of finances; law enforcement bodies such as the Financial Action Task Force movement of finances; law enforcement bodies such as the Financial Action Task Force 
(FATF) will work in collaboration with the FBI, Europol, and other organizations. Collaborative (FATF) will work in collaboration with the FBI, Europol, and other organizations. Collaborative 
operations aimed at investigating finances and locating deposit and laundering points will operations aimed at investigating finances and locating deposit and laundering points will 
enable us to detect and prevent hackers and conduct physical arrests, which will act as enable us to detect and prevent hackers and conduct physical arrests, which will act as 
a deterrent in the future.a deterrent in the future.
Internet security:Internet security: in addition to continuing to develop cloud security, governments  have  in addition to continuing to develop cloud security, governments  have 
a systemic obligation to the public of users to ensure the future security of the global a systemic obligation to the public of users to ensure the future security of the global 
internet and internet traffic. Working with local internet associations and other supporting internet and internet traffic. Working with local internet associations and other supporting 
organizations, governments  must produce a secure environment that will meet the organizations, governments  must produce a secure environment that will meet the 
requirements of future global digital transformation processes. Although non-interference requirements of future global digital transformation processes. Although non-interference 
and maintaining a free, independent internet are important values, we must provide greater and maintaining a free, independent internet are important values, we must provide greater 
protection for “road users”. Considering  this, we might decide to require universal minimum protection for “road users”. Considering  this, we might decide to require universal minimum 
security standards for every website that goes on the internet. These standards would security standards for every website that goes on the internet. These standards would 
then be inspected and enforced by each country’s registrar and/or internet organization, then be inspected and enforced by each country’s registrar and/or internet organization, 
subject to international norms.subject to international norms.

>_The International Dimension 
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1/>  Reinforcing regulations and placing greater emphasis on the personal responsibility of Reinforcing regulations and placing greater emphasis on the personal responsibility of 
officeholders:officeholders: individual fines and criminal responsibility for cybersecurity negligence, with  individual fines and criminal responsibility for cybersecurity negligence, with 
an emphasis on private organizations but also regarding commercial hubs  who provide an emphasis on private organizations but also regarding commercial hubs  who provide 
essential services to thousands of organizations or cover a broad swath of the economy. In essential services to thousands of organizations or cover a broad swath of the economy. In 
this context, holding these hubs  responsible should be carefully considered and carried this context, holding these hubs  responsible should be carefully considered and carried 
out in a manner that balances both the risks of an advanced, free-market economy and out in a manner that balances both the risks of an advanced, free-market economy and 
the cybersecurity and privacy risks. We must also avoid turning CEOs and directors of the cybersecurity and privacy risks. We must also avoid turning CEOs and directors of 
organizations into hostages of hackers on one hand and regulations on the other.organizations into hostages of hackers on one hand and regulations on the other.

2/> Cyber crises will continue to demand the attention of organizational leadership: Cyber crises will continue to demand the attention of organizational leadership: cyber cyber 
crises will continue to have a growing influence, impacting the public discourse and media crises will continue to have a growing influence, impacting the public discourse and media 
narrative, consumer trust, companies’ reputations, regulations and legislation; therefore, narrative, consumer trust, companies’ reputations, regulations and legislation; therefore, 
officeholders must also take a greater share of the responsibility in cybersecurity matters. officeholders must also take a greater share of the responsibility in cybersecurity matters. 
In addition, the “technology resilience” of organizations and their ability to recover from In addition, the “technology resilience” of organizations and their ability to recover from 
a cyber crisis will be a growing factor in decisions about investments and company a cyber crisis will be a growing factor in decisions about investments and company 
relationships. These factors are increasingly becoming part of the DD process during relationships. These factors are increasingly becoming part of the DD process during 
acquisitions and mergers.acquisitions and mergers.

3/> The “new regulation” model:The “new regulation” model: this model of incentives, sticks and carrots is based on  this model of incentives, sticks and carrots is based on 
financial benchmarks, and some regulators are using it to hold officeholders responsible financial benchmarks, and some regulators are using it to hold officeholders responsible 
for negligent risk management. According to this model, risk managers (especially cyber for negligent risk management. According to this model, risk managers (especially cyber 
risk managers) will need to evaluate themselves according to three parameters: sectorial risk managers) will need to evaluate themselves according to three parameters: sectorial 
regulation, average investment within the sector, and the size of the organization. We regulation, average investment within the sector, and the size of the organization. We 
have found that regulators must publicize this benchmark to ensure transparency for the have found that regulators must publicize this benchmark to ensure transparency for the 
managers of organizations, directors, investors, and customers. managers of organizations, directors, investors, and customers. 

4/>  Cloud regulation:Cloud regulation: this field will be reinforced with an emphasis on strong cybersecurity.  this field will be reinforced with an emphasis on strong cybersecurity. 
Cloud manufacturers and service providers will be obligated to include improved cybersecurity Cloud manufacturers and service providers will be obligated to include improved cybersecurity 
in their packages. It is their social responsibility to include threat discovery, monitoring, in their packages. It is their social responsibility to include threat discovery, monitoring, 
and recovery as part of their basic packages. Additionally, large cloud manufacturers are and recovery as part of their basic packages. Additionally, large cloud manufacturers are 
beginning to understand that having their services disabled for long periods of time harms beginning to understand that having their services disabled for long periods of time harms 
them both directly and indirectly, affecting their business performance and revenues; them both directly and indirectly, affecting their business performance and revenues; 
therefore, the “expense” of protecting cloud providers’ customers is actually part of ensuring therefore, the “expense” of protecting cloud providers’ customers is actually part of ensuring 
functional continuity and protecting revenues. functional continuity and protecting revenues. 

5/> Preliminary thwarting:Preliminary thwarting: will become the newest tool for security and intelligence  will become the newest tool for security and intelligence 
companies, diminishing criticism from “hack back” opponents. On the other hand, hacker companies, diminishing criticism from “hack back” opponents. On the other hand, hacker 
aggression and the lack of disruptive technology will bring back the discussion about aggression and the lack of disruptive technology will bring back the discussion about 
using “hack back” as a deterrent. While these capabilities are reserved for governments, using “hack back” as a deterrent. While these capabilities are reserved for governments, 
we are developing “disruptive” practices and technologies that compensate for the lack we are developing “disruptive” practices and technologies that compensate for the lack 
of airtight protection technology. We predict that in the coming years we will see an effort of airtight protection technology. We predict that in the coming years we will see an effort 
to use “hacking back” as a way of mitigating the damage from cyber incidents.to use “hacking back” as a way of mitigating the damage from cyber incidents.

6/> Cybersecurity and privacy:Cybersecurity and privacy: while these disciplines have operated separately for years,  while these disciplines have operated separately for years, 
we have lately been seeing collaborations between security managers and privacy managers we have lately been seeing collaborations between security managers and privacy managers 
in organizations, especially after a cyberattack (“the common enemy”). Considering this in organizations, especially after a cyberattack (“the common enemy”). Considering this 
trend, the two fields should closely coordinate their regulation and security doctrines. trend, the two fields should closely coordinate their regulation and security doctrines. 
Unifying the doctrines into one method will enable better airtight protection and facilitate Unifying the doctrines into one method will enable better airtight protection and facilitate 
uniform adoption by companies and organizations.uniform adoption by companies and organizations.

>_The Legal Dimension 
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1 }  Lack of technology reduces our ability to effectively address ransomware and information Lack of technology reduces our ability to effectively address ransomware and information 
leaks:leaks: as of this year, we still have no real technology that enables us to minimize damage  as of this year, we still have no real technology that enables us to minimize damage 
after an information exposure event and restore information systems to where they were after an information exposure event and restore information systems to where they were 
before the event. Aside from effective backup and recovery processes, which require before the event. Aside from effective backup and recovery processes, which require 
significant time and resources and harm the organization’s business, no systems for significant time and resources and harm the organization’s business, no systems for 
quick recovery from a cyber incident currently exist. In the field of backup there has been quick recovery from a cyber incident currently exist. In the field of backup there has been 
some progress in understanding the nature of the difference between a business backup some progress in understanding the nature of the difference between a business backup 
(or a technological failure) and a cyber backup, and some organizations maintain offline (or a technological failure) and a cyber backup, and some organizations maintain offline 
backup systems; but zero trust techniques have still not been profitably applied to the backup systems; but zero trust techniques have still not been profitably applied to the 
backup system.  Additionally, we are still lacking the ability to effectively locate and erase backup system.  Additionally, we are still lacking the ability to effectively locate and erase 
information after it has been stolen.information after it has been stolen.

2 } Incident Response (IR) aspects:Incident Response (IR) aspects: companies are increasingly aware that effective IR  companies are increasingly aware that effective IR 
after a cyber crisis facilitates speedier rehabilitation. To this end, we must formulate and after a cyber crisis facilitates speedier rehabilitation. To this end, we must formulate and 
verify organizational rehabilitation methods that take priority over investigating the incident. verify organizational rehabilitation methods that take priority over investigating the incident. 
Although the need to investigate the incident and gain forensic insights is also important, Although the need to investigate the incident and gain forensic insights is also important, 
we must promote a mindset that prioritizes recovery (IRR – Incident Response and we must promote a mindset that prioritizes recovery (IRR – Incident Response and 
Remediation) over investigation. Only after the organization is technologically recovered Remediation) over investigation. Only after the organization is technologically recovered 
should we continue with investigating and obtaining a technological situation report from the should we continue with investigating and obtaining a technological situation report from the 
site of the attack. To this end, it is crucially important to develop technological capabilities site of the attack. To this end, it is crucially important to develop technological capabilities 
for speedy, large-scale recovery of the damaged or “dirty” areas and rapidly ensuring a for speedy, large-scale recovery of the damaged or “dirty” areas and rapidly ensuring a 
clean network environment so that organizations can reestablish their systems, apps, and clean network environment so that organizations can reestablish their systems, apps, and 
services quickly and securely. services quickly and securely. 

3 }  Strategic landscape:Strategic landscape: the main organizational challenge for 2022 is obtaining comprehensive  the main organizational challenge for 2022 is obtaining comprehensive 
information from a range of sources and translating them into a trustworthy and dynamic information from a range of sources and translating them into a trustworthy and dynamic 
technological snapshot. Like in the game “Battleship”, organizations must develop methods technological snapshot. Like in the game “Battleship”, organizations must develop methods 
and tools that enable them to understand the map of threats at any given moment and know and tools that enable them to understand the map of threats at any given moment and know 
whether a zero-day exposure with a third party constitutes a threat to the organization’s whether a zero-day exposure with a third party constitutes a threat to the organization’s 
systems. Organizations must create a dynamic exposure map that features technological systems. Organizations must create a dynamic exposure map that features technological 
supply chains and a range of products, versions, and apps, including management services. supply chains and a range of products, versions, and apps, including management services. 

4} Organizational crisis preparedness:Organizational crisis preparedness: due to the increasing frequency of cyber incidents,  due to the increasing frequency of cyber incidents, 
most organizations have started adopting practices for handling cyber crises. However, most organizations have started adopting practices for handling cyber crises. However, 
cybersecurity surveys, threat evaluations, and breach and attack simulation (BAS) cybersecurity surveys, threat evaluations, and breach and attack simulation (BAS) 
technologies have not yet been adjusted for a “crisis reality”. These methods don’t provide technologies have not yet been adjusted for a “crisis reality”. These methods don’t provide 
readiness situation reports, which are significantly different from organizational security readiness situation reports, which are significantly different from organizational security 
and readiness risk surveys at the level of security and best practice. and readiness risk surveys at the level of security and best practice. 

5 }  Detection  technologies - rival modus operandi:Detection  technologies - rival modus operandi: in the coming years, we will continue  in the coming years, we will continue 
to see a trend that started among advanced cybercriminals this year. These criminals to see a trend that started among advanced cybercriminals this year. These criminals 
have developed the same capabilities as governments in terms of both their patterns of have developed the same capabilities as governments in terms of both their patterns of 
activity and the sophistication of their tools.  Hidden hacker activity with a faint signature, activity and the sophistication of their tools.  Hidden hacker activity with a faint signature, 
conducted over many months in an organization, can sometimes deceive and overcome conducted over many months in an organization, can sometimes deceive and overcome 
AI-based security systems and heuristic scanning (and of course sandbox environments AI-based security systems and heuristic scanning (and of course sandbox environments 
and the like) – and not necessarily by exploiting zero-day vulnerabilities. and the like) – and not necessarily by exploiting zero-day vulnerabilities. 

>_The Technology Dimension 
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1 ] Growing criminal activity and the development of hidden aggressive patterns,including Growing criminal activity and the development of hidden aggressive patterns,including 
threatening and extorting third parties connected to the organization. threatening and extorting third parties connected to the organization. Criminal organizations Criminal organizations 
are very familiar with their victims, and with a bit of additional effort they can blackmail are very familiar with their victims, and with a bit of additional effort they can blackmail 
individuals along with organizations in an effort to undermine the organizations’ ability individuals along with organizations in an effort to undermine the organizations’ ability 
to react and force them to pay ransom.  In light of this, many organizations are currently to react and force them to pay ransom.  In light of this, many organizations are currently 
reexamining their security framework for protecting senior executives, including C-level reexamining their security framework for protecting senior executives, including C-level 
executives and directors, with the aim of improving (rather than harming) the privacy of executives and directors, with the aim of improving (rather than harming) the privacy of 
officeholders.officeholders.

2 ] The battle for influence and public consciousness: hackers seek massive influence The battle for influence and public consciousness: hackers seek massive influence 
as part of their strategy of pressure and extortion.as part of their strategy of pressure and extortion. They understand that the real damage  They understand that the real damage 
occurs in the media realm and in the company’s reputation. Therefore, a large portion of occurs in the media realm and in the company’s reputation. Therefore, a large portion of 
cyberattacks and extortions are performed against high-profile companies that “enjoy” cyberattacks and extortions are performed against high-profile companies that “enjoy” 
national or international coverage. Hacking incidents can cause great damage to these national or international coverage. Hacking incidents can cause great damage to these 
companies’ reputations, reduce customer loyalty, and often lead to lost customers and companies’ reputations, reduce customer loyalty, and often lead to lost customers and 
damaged stock. damaged stock. 

3 ]  International criminal organizations continue to establish themselves by operating International criminal organizations continue to establish themselves by operating 
“hackers for hire” aimed at reaching additional target audiences:“hackers for hire” aimed at reaching additional target audiences: using “local” hackers who  using “local” hackers who 
are familiar with local culture and language allows these bodies to overcome obstacles and are familiar with local culture and language allows these bodies to overcome obstacles and 
achieve a high level of social engineering. These criminals take advantage of local media achieve a high level of social engineering. These criminals take advantage of local media 
and news situations in their location. For example, in 2022 a Central Bureau of Statistics and news situations in their location. For example, in 2022 a Central Bureau of Statistics 
(CBS) officer might be taken advantage of by “local hackers”; or peak commercial seasons (CBS) officer might be taken advantage of by “local hackers”; or peak commercial seasons 
might be used by hackers to cause strategic damage to business continuity while taking might be used by hackers to cause strategic damage to business continuity while taking 
advantage of the media “moment”. While this pattern is not new, the exponential growth advantage of the media “moment”. While this pattern is not new, the exponential growth 
of local “hackers for hire” has caused harm to many organizations and individuals and is of local “hackers for hire” has caused harm to many organizations and individuals and is 
becoming an epidemic of sorts. becoming an epidemic of sorts. 

4 ] Adopting secret patterns:Adopting secret patterns: one of the tactics that has developed among hackers is a  one of the tactics that has developed among hackers is a 
modus operandi that resembles attacks on governments, including “choosing a high-value modus operandi that resembles attacks on governments, including “choosing a high-value 
victim", operating in the company's network for many months, keeping tools secure, and victim", operating in the company's network for many months, keeping tools secure, and 
maintaining a high level of secrecy. The technological challenge of locating an enemy maintaining a high level of secrecy. The technological challenge of locating an enemy 
operating secretly with a faint signature is immensely complex and requires identification operating secretly with a faint signature is immensely complex and requires identification 
techniques that are based on the tricks and techniques of the security provider, among techniques that are based on the tricks and techniques of the security provider, among 
other things. This field is still in its infancy and requires the development of new tactics other things. This field is still in its infancy and requires the development of new tactics 
and technologies that are based on “honey traps” which are totally different from previous and technologies that are based on “honey traps” which are totally different from previous 
tactics, and more similar in nature to a “tripwire”.tactics, and more similar in nature to a “tripwire”.

>_The Technology Dimension 
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1 > An organizational structure that supports threats:An organizational structure that supports threats: cybersecurity will no  cybersecurity will no 
longer be the sole responsibility of the organization’s CISO; it will become longer be the sole responsibility of the organization’s CISO; it will become 
the responsibility of many different officeholders, including the CTO, CIO, the responsibility of many different officeholders, including the CTO, CIO, 
CRO, DPO, legal adviser, acquisitions officer, financial officer, and more. CRO, DPO, legal adviser, acquisitions officer, financial officer, and more. 
This will require structural reorganization, in terms of both authority and This will require structural reorganization, in terms of both authority and 
responsibility, for the implementation of a pan-organizational cybersecurity responsibility, for the implementation of a pan-organizational cybersecurity 
effort. effort. 

2 > Managing cybersecurity experts:Managing cybersecurity experts: instead of operating alone, the  instead of operating alone, the 
organizational security manager will oversee a team of cybersecurity experts organizational security manager will oversee a team of cybersecurity experts 
in fields such as: cyber intelligence, deception and fraud, IRR, Business in fields such as: cyber intelligence, deception and fraud, IRR, Business 
Continuity Planning (BCP), cloud application security, application security, Continuity Planning (BCP), cloud application security, application security, 
supply chain security, privacy, and more. Therefore, an organization’s supply chain security, privacy, and more. Therefore, an organization’s 
security manager must be properly trained and able to manage a diverse security manager must be properly trained and able to manage a diverse 
team of experts that make up a fabric of organizational security. team of experts that make up a fabric of organizational security. 

3 > The security manager’s desk: The security manager’s desk: will be required to expand and adapt in will be required to expand and adapt in 
accordance with changing threats and risks. For example, the security accordance with changing threats and risks. For example, the security 
manager will need to be familiar with privacy regulations and supply chain manager will need to be familiar with privacy regulations and supply chain 
relationships and take part in organizational BCP processes. To support this relationships and take part in organizational BCP processes. To support this 
expansion of the security manager’s job, the role of the security manager expansion of the security manager’s job, the role of the security manager 
must be redefined and the “security manager’s desk” must undergo a must be redefined and the “security manager’s desk” must undergo a 
serious makeover. In addition, the effectiveness of the organization’s serious makeover. In addition, the effectiveness of the organization’s 
security must be measured with BI-based technological tools to create security must be measured with BI-based technological tools to create 
efficiency and effectiveness.  efficiency and effectiveness.  

4 > Holistic work plan:Holistic work plan: to create organizational synergy, the organizational  to create organizational synergy, the organizational 
security manager, privacy manager, risk manager, Physical security manager, security manager, privacy manager, risk manager, Physical security manager, 
CTO and CIO will need to work together to formulate the annual work plan. CTO and CIO will need to work together to formulate the annual work plan. 
Considering this, the process of building an assessment of organizational Considering this, the process of building an assessment of organizational 
threats will need to be aggregated and take all the cybersecurity and privacy threats will need to be aggregated and take all the cybersecurity and privacy 
risks into account along with the business processes. risks into account along with the business processes. 

>_The Organizational Dimension 
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REFAEL FRANCO REFAEL FRANCO 
Mr. Franco served until recently as the deputy director of the Mr. Franco served until recently as the deputy director of the 
Israel National Cyber Directorate and the director of its resilience  Israel National Cyber Directorate and the director of its resilience  
& robustness unit, which oversees the general management of & robustness unit, which oversees the general management of 
Israel’s cyber economy, including protecting the State of Israel’s Israel’s cyber economy, including protecting the State of Israel’s 
crucial infrastructures and government along with all sectors. crucial infrastructures and government along with all sectors. 
In this role, he was responsible for developing the national In this role, he was responsible for developing the national 
cybersecurity force, including the security workforce, drafting a cybersecurity force, including the security workforce, drafting a 
national doctrine, national risk management, raising awareness and national doctrine, national risk management, raising awareness and 
training, and developing security methods for the supply chain. training, and developing security methods for the supply chain. 
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